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 Edmonton’s trademark slogan “City of Champions” was given after multiple Stanley Cup 

successes in hockey with the Edmonton Oilers and Grey Cup wins with the Canadian Football 

League’s Edmonton Eskimos. For a city of nearly 800,000
1
 people, the ability to support two 

professional successful sports teams does say something about the type of people in the city. It 

says that the population are willing and able to support professional sports as far as hockey and 

football goes, however, other sports have had less of a success. Professional soccer has been one 

of those sports that has failed to find a secure foothold in the city. In this paper, there are various 

factors explained that may have contributed to this failure, they do not however permanently 

determine the validity – or lack there of - to the sport in the city. Attendance numbers, financial 

concerns and previously existing ethnic boundaries and concepts have all contributed to the 

history of professional soccer in Edmonton. Through the late 1970s into the 1980s and 90s even 

into the early 2000s, Edmonton has had various attempts at professional soccer teams. Not only 

have regular competitive professional teams come through Edmonton, professional soccer events 

have come and done quite well in the city also. These aspects, the regular attempts at 

professional teams and the relative success of professional events, have all contributed to the 

sport in Edmonton and also to the building of support for the sport in the city. The very 

foundations of this support can be found at the youth soccer level, where the sport it at the height 

of its popularity, and yet the popularity and interest just seems to stays there. This is gradually 

changing through the implementation of soccer youth academies and the good work of their 

coaches that encourage the sport and allow children to see their future in Canadian soccer, that 

has never necessarily existed before. The history of soccer in Edmonton is not a success story, 

teams have never found their proper place in the city and this can be contributed to several over-

                                                 
1
 City of Edmonton, “Municipal Census: 2009 Census Results,” City of Edmonton, 

http://www.edmonton.ca/city_government/municipal-census.aspx (accessed April 16 2010). 
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riding factors of attendance, financial and ethnic issues, however with growing support found in 

professional soccer events and the various youth systems in Edmonton, the sport has every 

potential to find a permanent home. Edmonton’s latest attempt at a professional soccer team, FC 

Edmonton, was announced in February 2010 and hopefully this latest franchise has taken a few 

notes from the history of previous teams.  

 Professional soccer in Edmonton really began with three local investors, Joe Patrone – a 

soccer veteran, Val Brown and Brian Rice - an insurance adjustor
2
 and their 1978 formation of 

the ‘Edmonton’ Black Gold.
3
 The idea was to create a prominent soccer following in the city so 

they would be able to make a successful bid for a team in the North American Soccer League 

(NASL) the next year. However, the Black Gold hardly formed what anyone would call a 

traditional team. Running on an exhibition schedule of seven games spanning a little over a 

month long, the team was made up of various NASL stars given permission to play a game or 

two with Edmonton.  “We didn’t even know each other this morning” said English midfielder 

Billy McEwan the day of the Black Gold v Roma game at Clarke Stadium.
4
 The score line 

reflected their first game together as Roma won 3-1. It was however, the logistics of the situation 

that continued to keep coordinators and their coach, Ian Crawford upbeat. The sole purpose of 

this soccer experiment was to set the atmosphere for a potential professional team in the next 

season. With big name matches against Italy’s Roma and Portugal’s Benifica, and big name 

players such as England’s Bobby Moore, the Black Gold hoped to draw large crowds. They were 

marginally successful averaging 5,000 fans per game (the highest being 12,000 for Benifica
5
 and 

                                                 
2
 Cam Cole, “Pro Soccer for Edmonton?” Edmonton Journal, April 17, 1978. 

3
 Cam Cole, “Black Gold has Bobby Moore,” Edmonton Journal, May 11, 1978. 

4
 Cam Cole, “Black Gold Wins Fans Despite Losing Opener,” Edmonton Journal, June 5, 1978. 

5
 To bring Benifica to Edmonton, the Black Gold combined with the Portuguese – Canadian Society. The 

approximate Portuguese population in Edmonton at the time was about 3,500. 

Alberta People Kit, “Albertans: Portuguese,” Heritage Community Foundation, 

http://www.abheritage.ca/albertans/people/portuguese.html (accessed April 16, 2010).  

Cam Cole, “Black Gold has Bobby Moore,” Edmonton Journal, May 11, 1978. 

http://www.abheritage.ca/albertans/people/portuguese.html
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the lowest being 1,500 for Vancouver Whitecaps) and this was with the expectation that 

exhibition games are generally under attended.
6
 Spectators and interest were really the two 

expectations that Patrone, Brown and Rice wanted from the team. The inability to have steady 

players or opponents for that matter, made the project extremely simple with relatively no long-

term financial commitment.  The Black Gold were merely used as a vehicle to bring professional 

soccer to Edmonton.  

 After the relative successes of the Black Gold, Peter Pocklington’s name appeared with 

the next big move for professional soccer in Edmonton. Pocklington, owner of the Edmonton 

Oilers NHL hockey franchise in the city, was the main financer for the purchase of a permanent 

professional soccer team in Edmonton.
7
  As mentioned, the main purpose of the Black Gold was 

to gain support and prove that professional soccer could exist in Edmonton on a regular basis. 

Pocklington felt the same and along with Patrone and Rice, made a bid for a NASL team to play 

in Commonwealth Stadium the following year.
8
 Their idea became a reality when in February 

1978; the first professional soccer franchise was purchased to be established in Edmonton. For 

$2.5 million, the NASL Oakland Stompers were sold to Edmonton after “nearly eight hours of 

discussion”.
9
 Everything about the deal was brought into question, but one thing was for certain, 

the apparent financial resources of Pocklington were never an issue, the League was impressed 

by the fact that Pocklington never missed a payday with the Oilers.
10

 The success of the 

Edmonton Oilers in recent years contributed to his credibility as an owner, supplier and 

supporter for his potential teams. However, what held the NASL commissioner back was the 

                                                 
6
 Cam Cole, “Black Gold Calls it a Season,” Edmonton Journal, July 7, 1978. 

7
 John Short, “Soccer Fire Ignited by the NASL: Thank Peter Pocklington for Bringing the Drillers to Town,” 

Edmonton Journal, May 8, 1996. 
8
 Cam Cole, “Pro Soccer for Edmonton?” Edmonton Journal, April 17, 1978. 

9
 Cam Cole, “Pro Soccer Comes to Town!” Edmonton Journal, February 22, 1979. 

10
 Ibid. 
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“unexpected addition of a club as far north as Edmonton”
11

 – as team travel expenses were the 

downfall of the Stompers and the bane of many other team’s existence. The league and 

Pocklington stayed positive and the general consensus in Edmonton was that Pocklington could 

do no wrong.  

 The purchase of the Stompers came with their entire player roster –the lowest scoring 

team in the NASL,
12

 and their coach, former Dutch First Division star, Hans Kraay. The team 

had big plans to rebuild and the new team had room for locals, such as Alberta-born Dwight 

Lodeweges.
13

 However, the largest amount of focus came from the ability to draw from Europe – 

particularly Holland and their quickly fading league. Pocklington had given Kraay the go-ahead 

to make a competitive move in Europe to bring home some star talents – at a reasonable price. 

The one signing from Germany, a Dutch player by the name of Lorenz Hilkes came with a price 

tag of $200,000.
14

 Although he was signed to be the top scorer and answer to all the team’s skill 

questions, the team now to be called the Drillers, still lacked any sort of winning capability. The 

Edmonton Drillers finished off their first season with 8 wins and 22 losses, having given up the 

most goals of all the teams that season.
15

 

 The inaugural season of the Driller’s team was clearly not where the success lay for 

professional soccer in Edmonton. In 1980 – 81, the Driller’s formed an indoor team
16

 (under the 

same owner) to promote the sport year round. Originally playing out of the Northlands Coliseum, 

they were relocated to the Edmonton Gardens due to a clash of dates with the Edmonton Oilers. 

Contrary to their outdoor failures on the pitch, the Drillers indoor team ended their first season as 

                                                 
11

 Cam Cole, “Pro Soccer Comes to Town!” Edmonton Journal, February 22, 1979. 
12

 Ibid. 
13

 Cam Cole, “New Soccer Team Ready to Play,” Edmonton Journal, February 28, 1979. 
14

 Terry Jones, “Kraay Gets his Man after Overseas Hunt,” Edmonton Journal, April 20, 1979. 
15

 Journal News Services, “Drillers Finish as they Began – With a Loss: Year One Comes to an End,” Edmonton 

Journal, August 9, 1979. 
16

 Gerry Prince, “Kickin’ Back: It was once a Year-Round Game here,” Edmonton Sun, December 4, 2000. 
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being one of the largest successes for an Edmonton professional soccer team. For the majority of 

their season, indoor soccer crowds topped out around 3,000 – far less than the seating capacity 

and the outdoor game.
17

  Drew Ferguson, defender for the Drillers was certainly disheartened by 

the lack of fan support and joked about it with journalist Terry Jones of the Edmonton Journal: “I 

guess it would be difficult to say we’re playing for Edmonton at this stage”
18

 he had commented 

after hearing the attendance for a semi-final win against the Vancouver Whitecaps, which was 

3,420. Their coach, Tino Liekoski, the replacement for Kraay,
19

 had the same feeling when he 

said, “I think we have put the fans behind us… We are disappointed as hell. But we’ve accepted 

it”.
20

 Fans were expected to make the transition from outdoor soccer to indoor, just like the club 

had – and yet the projected crowds of 10,000 never showed up.  However, upon their relocation 

and making it to the finals for the NASL Indoor title they filled the Gardens to the brim. The 

night of their final match against the Chicago Sting produced a crowd of just over 5,000, which 

apparently sounded closer to 15,000.
21

 Driller’s leading scorer, Kai Haaskivi, had never had such 

an experience in Edmonton. Having played for “85,000 fans in Torino, Italy…tonight it was a 

bigger thrill than that. It was hard to hear the player five yards from you,”
22

 he said after the 

game, but surely the 9-6 win made some contribution to his excitement. A highlight was the 

singing – and not just O Canada; it was compared to the First Division English matches seen on 

television. The crowd gave standing ovations after the first quarter and were chanting “We’re 

Number One” for the last minute of the game. And thus capped off the championship season for 

the indoor Edmonton Drillers – filled, at the last minute, with overwhelming support.  

                                                 
17

 Terry Jones, Edmonton Journal, February 25, 1981.  
18

 Ibid. 
19

 Gary Prouse, “Timo not Timid about Driller Outlook,” Edmonton Sun, September 20, 1979. 
20

 Terry Jones, Edmonton Journal, February 25, 1981. 
21

 Terry Jones, Edmonton Journal, March 3, 1981. 
22

 Ibid. 
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 Sadly, this did not last. The 1981-1982 season of the outdoor Drillers team (and indoor) 

hoped to capitalize from the earlier success but attendance dropped to an average around 5,000 

and there was a permanent move to Clarke Stadium, and filling that up became a chore. The 

failure of the NASL as a league unable to control their team’s finances ultimately spelt doom for 

all of its teams outdoor and indoor – and Pocklington folded the franchise at the end of 1982 (the 

Driller’s total record being 48 wins and 78 losses), and lost approximately $13 million that he 

had originally spent on the team four years previous.
23

 

 The soccer bug continued with the foundation of the Canadian Professional Soccer 

League (CPSL) in 1983 in direct response to the failure of the NASL. The League was formed 

with six teams from across Canada; Edmonton’s being the Eagles. The purpose of this league as 

opposed to the NASL was they “want[ed] to give Canadian kids a chance to play pro”.
24

  This 

Eagles first signing was a 17-year-old midfielder from Archbishop O’Leary High School, Mario 

Sicolo.
25

 Days later, the General Manager, Joe Patrone, signed 19-year-old Edmontonian Andy 

Takats (who formally played with the Edmonton local Ital-Canadians soccer team).
26

 The first 

two signings did not forecast a small budget for shopping (over seas $750,000 - $900,000 per 

team
27

), foreign talent was still a key part in the game. There was, however a new addition – 

each team was only allowed five imports, and the future plans were to make it so that local 

players coming up from the minor system would be protected and supported.
28

 Yet, with such a 

large budget, the team would need to draw in an average of about 6,000 a game to break even – 

certainly not huge numbers, smaller even than the previous Drillers teams, but the way to do this 

                                                 
23

 Allen Panzeri, “Driller Sale Takes Team to Detroit,” Edmonton Journal, August 20, 1982.  

Pocklington originally had plans to sell the team to Sonny Van Arnem, a businessman from Detroit, but the deal fell 

through.  

Allen Panzeri, “Deal with Sonny Sours,” Edmonton Journal, September 13, 1982.  
24

 Marc Horton, “First Signing for Soccer Club,” Edmonton Journal, February 22, 1983. 
25

 Ibid. 
26

 Allen Panzeri, “Duo Sign Contracts with Soccer Club,” Edmonton Journal, February 28, 1983. 
27

 Allen Panzeri, “Soccer League for Real,” Edmonton Journal, February 8, 1983. 
28

 Ibid. 
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was through big names and world recognized signings - as proven with the New York Cosmos in 

the NASL who drew close an average of 48,000 in their 1978 season with big name signee, Péle. 

However, the failure of the entire NASL, the Edmonton Drillers as no exception, was due to their 

spending money on players who, in reality, only play about for four or five months out of the 

year in an attempt to compete with the huge European leagues. The newly formed CPSL did not 

learn their lessons and went under after only a year – the Edmonton Eagles included, even 

though they are the only team in Edmonton history to win an outdoor league Championship in 

1983 (2-0 against the Hamilton Steelers).  

 The gloomy clouds of failing soccer in the city seemed to part in the late 1980s. Hints of 

another exhibition team began to circulate in Edmonton, this time with local talent – very nearly 

100 per cent Canadian. Once again, this supposed team sponsored by The Brick, would play 

twelve exhibition games (six home – at Clarke Stadium and six away) and would be following 

the coach who lead the Eagles to their Championship win, Dieter Hochheimer.
29

 Right after the 

failure of the CPSL, the few successful western Canadian teams formed the Western Soccer 

Alliance – the Edmonton Brickmen were allowed to join upon their creation – however they 

were waiting for something bigger. Hoping to no doubt follow the earlier success of the Black 

Gold, the Brickmen played all twelve games of their season – playing to less than 5,000 home 

fans during the entire span of their games. “We’ll only lose about $15,000 on the year,” Joe 

Patrone, the General Manager, said after their second last game of the season.
30

 Finances, 

however, did not mark this season as a success or failure – the fact that they were able to play all 

twelve games and show some of the best soccer skills yet to come into Edmonton, was where the 

Brickmen saw their success. Professional soccer was looking up in Edmonton and as John Short 

wrote, 

                                                 
29

 Allen Panzeri, “Pro Soccer Will Make a Comeback,” Edmonton Journal, April 27, 1985. 
30

 John Short, “First Chapter in New Book,” Edmonton Journal, July 22, 1985. 
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 “Much remains to be done. But if this season has been the first chapter, maybe we’ll 

 finally get to enjoy a whole book."
31

 

 The Brickmen’s second season was not nearly as productive as their first as far as pitch 

ability; it however, did improve as far as attendance was concerned. A precursor for the season 

arrived as Manchester City landed in Edmonton for an exhibition game. The Brickmen lost 3-0 

due to having their two strikers (Ross Ongaro and Norman Odinga) play as defenders to replace 

missing personnel. The Manchester City side was no better battling a game after a 19-hour trip 

and a hearty Canadian lunch – they were still slightly in the advantage. But the attendance for the 

game is the noteworthy factor – just over 2,000, an out and out success in the eyes of Patrone.
32

 

 The relative success of the game against Manchester City was really only outdone by the 

creation of a new Canadian Soccer League (CSL). Backed by the Canadian Soccer Association, 

the CSL’s main plan was to make sure that teams within their league “[did not] go crazy and 

spend all kinds of money they [did not] have”
33

. Having financially secured teams, with an 

annual budget closer to an average of $300,000
34

 was the apparent key to success, as it was a 

vast improvement over past leagues and teams situations. Another major priority of the CSL was 

having international appeal; they wanted Canadian players to be recognized worldwide and have 

the potential to be scouted into the biggest systems and make a career out of the sport (and then 

return to Canada to play for the national team). However, on the note of fostering young 

Canadian talent came the former acclaimed successes of foreign investments – now, they were 

capped at three foreign players a year for the first season, and two after and onwards. There was 

also intolerance for ethnic identities coming forth with teams, the CSL’s stance as said by Kevan 

Pipe, Executive Director of the Canadian Soccer Association is that the “biggest problem 

                                                 
31

 John Short, “First Chapter in New Book,” Edmonton Journal, July 22, 1985. 
32

 Allen Panzeri, “Brick Men Coach finds Hope in Loss,” Edmonton Journal, May 26, 1986. – Whole Paragraph. 
33

 Terry Jones, “Brick Picked to Click,” Edmonton Sun, July 7, 1986. 
34

 Ibid. 
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confronting soccer in Canada is that existing leagues are made of up ethnic-orientated teams and 

we are going to be a non-ethnic league. We are looking for a national identity … it’s a non-

negotiable point.
35

”  

 Perhaps the largest change to happen to Canadian soccer is that in which Mel 

Kowalchuk, President of the Edmonton Brickmen, points out in saying that “owners realize that 

the league comes first”
36

. A strong league is necessary for financial support (as the CSL was 

willing to give), international appeal and recognition and as the CSL commissioner, Dale Barnes, 

says that teams are “going to play attractive attacking soccer, something the people can go to and 

enjoy”
37

. A strong league reassures soccer teams so that they are able to become permanent 

fixtures in cities and continue to play the attractive attacking soccer mentioned. For this to 

happen, as Kowalchuk points out, individual teams needed to be conscious that the future of the 

sport and the League itself was bigger than one team – success of the League was not determined 

by one team, but by the League as a whole. 

 The inevitable financial issues began to boil up after only a few seasons of the Brickmen. 

In 1988, Kowalchuk spoke about folding the club – however it did not come to that. Instead of 

ridding Edmonton of yet another failed soccer team, owner Peter Pocklington arranged to sell the 

Brickmen franchise to Zeta Sports Inc. (heavily connected with soccer teams in Italy) for a 

whopping $1.00 – meaning he would take the hit for nearly $350,000 (exactly $349,999).
38

 

Hoping for a fresh start, Patrone, whose nephew owned Zeta Inc, also proposed a new stadium 

for the outdated Clarke Stadium. A new privately owned facility would allow the team to control 

concessions and parking revenues – hopefully making it easier to profit.
39

 Sadly, the new 

                                                 
35

 Jamie Wayne, “Pro-League Plans Will Push Canadian Soccer,” Financial Post (Toronto), July 5, 1986. 
36

 Ottawa Citizen, “Realistic Attitude for Fledgling Soccer League,” October 7, 1986. 
37

 Ibid. 
38

 Joanne Ireland, “Brick Men Unloaded for $1,” Edmonton Journal, January 5, 1990. 
39

 Con Griwkowsky, “B-Men on the Move?” Edmonton Sun, September 20, 1990. 
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stadium was rejected and the clean slate did not help the financial woes of the Brickmen, and 

they folded losing about $260,000 their last season in 1991.
40

  

 It took more than ten years for professional soccer to make another attempt in Edmonton. 

In 2003, Joe Patrone came back for more with the founding of the Edmonton Aviators. In the 

United Soccer League (USL), the Aviators were the first Edmonton soccer franchise to promote 

a female soccer team and specifically target a potential audience. The plan was to offer cheaper 

tickets and packages prices to members of the Edmonton Minor Soccer Association and its 

affiliates, in hopes that it would not only generate $600,000 of the $2 million worth of start up 

costs, but to insure young players that they have a chance to play soccer in Edmonton.
41

 Planning 

to play, once again, out of Commonwealth Stadium, the Aviators hoped to average 14,000 fans a 

game – nearly 10,000 more than the average of the last professional team in Edmonton.  After 

the Aviators drew a measly 1,100 for their first game, the numbers stayed far below the projected 

targets, averaging just over 2,500 in their first year
42

 and revenue only reaching half of what they 

thought at $350,000.
43

 Troubles plagued the Aviators like they had the previous four professional 

teams, particularly the Drillers (as they shared a venue) with “high-priced walk-up ticket prices, 

late game times and the distinct lack of atmosphere at massive Commonwealth Stadium”
44

. Just 

after two months, the owners and investors considered folding, blaming low attendance and high 

operation costs – both of which can be related to the price of tickets, the highest for any 

Canadian soccer franchise ($20). Both the men and women’s Aviator franchises were bought 

back by the USL at the end of their first and only season. 

                                                 
40

  Greg Heakes, “Team Turmoil on Ropes: Brick Face Tough Odds,” Edmonton Sun, January 9, 1991. 
41

 Terry Jones, “Kick Start: New Group is Convinced that Soccer can Fly in Edmonton,” Edmonton Sun, October 29, 

2003. 
42

 John MacKinnon, “Grand Plan Flawed for Day 1: Series of Gaffes, Misconceptions Conspired to Ground Soccer 

Club,” Edmonton Journal, July 20, 2004. 
43

 Collin Gallant, “Aviators Headed for Crash Landing: Financial Difficulties could see Teams Fold before End of 

United Soccer League Season,” Edmonton Journal, July 15, 2004. 
44

 Collin Gallant, “Aviators’ Last Stand? Edmonton Women End first Season in Style, but Don’t Know if There Will 

be Another Season,” Edmonton Journal, July 17, 2004. 
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 With a background of the history of professional soccer in Edmonton, various factors that 

contributed to their failure to find a permanent place in the city become evident. Attendance was 

always an issue because with regular attendance came regular financial support and finances 

were also a large issue to new teams and leagues. Attendance was also an indicator of fan 

support and their willingness to sustain professional soccer team after professional soccer team. 

Where this support was located represents targeted audiences for future soccer games. Two 

previous targeted communities were those ethnically based and Edmonton youth, the reasons for 

which are based off of ethnic community traditions and Edmonton youth’s future. 

 Starting back with the Black Gold, it was simply an exhibition team testing the 

atmosphere for a future more permanent set up. It was used as an experiment and it worked. 

Crowds were strong and were in fact the strongest when the Black Gold involved the 

Portuguese-Canadian community in bringing Benifica to the city (a 12,000 strong audience), and 

when the Italian-Canadian’s came to watch the Roma game (9,000 in attendance).  The Black 

Gold and the Aviators were the only two teams to attempt at a target audience – in fact, the CSL 

in 1986 disapproved of showing any favours to ethnic communities choosing to support a 

Canadian identity over the potential for large attendance numbers.  

 The Aviators wanted to target young Edmontonians involved in soccer to get them and 

their full-priced parents or guardians to come along and watch games. Doing this, as they 

thought, would boost sales but also show young players that they have a future in the sport. That 

fact of the matter easily has had more success than hopes of attracting attention to the support of 

professional soccer teams in Edmonton.  The Edmonton Drillers and the Brickmen never made a 

point of locating a group in which they could sell the majority of tickets. The Drillers under 

Pocklington certainly had big expectations for home game crowds in Commonwealth, and it was 

always a strange balance between supply and demand. Within the first few games of their 
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inaugural season, very few tickets sold before hand – priced at $8 for midfield, $6 on either side 

of that, closer to either goal. On game days, they would not be able to fill up those seats, but 

would have to turn people away wanting to come and purchase the walk up $4 tickets (smaller 

areas on the four corners of the field). Even with the walk up sales, it was not a successful way to 

hold up the franchise and Commonwealth Stadium’s 60,000 seats was the not venue. Even with 

more $4 tickets and seats, the average attendance for the Drillers continued to go down and even 

when relocated to Clarke Stadium with less seats, numbers never reached what were expected. 

 Attendance for regular professional soccer games were linked to the ultimate success of a 

team franchise in Edmonton. High attendance could have meant that several things were going 

right with the team. The game was attracting attention, either through names, skill or the sport 

itself. This meant a fan base capable of supporting a professional soccer team – the more regular 

attendance numbers are, the more supportive a fan base is. Being able to guarantee a certain 

amount of people to any one game would ease financial concerns as well as supportive concerns. 

Attendance numbers reflected the openness of the community, in this instance Edmonton, to the 

idea of a different sport. In early cases, like with the Black Gold and the Drillers, games were 

well attended, even if the majority of Commonwealth seats were empty. This changed as the 

Drillers came into their third season, and also with others like the Brickmen and Aviators. 

Support dropped and that was seen in the attendance numbers. Various factors could have 

contributed to the drop in attendance, but with this result, it is clear to see that historically, 

professional soccer lacked regular fan support.  

 This does not go to say that there was never a strong supportive soccer base in Edmonton 

– professional teams just failed to find it’s following. In a few cases, groups out of Edmonton 

have been able to show their support to professional soccer teams. The Edmonton Portugal and 

Italian communities came together to support soccer in Edmonton through Black Gold games. 
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The fact that such communities came together to support the game also represents the type of 

following for soccer in Edmonton. They are not the communities that have identified themselves 

as Edmontonians, or even Canadians, but other ethnic groups. The least attended game was 

against the Vancouver Whitecaps, another Canadian team. In this instance, it shows that soccer 

as a sport was not what was lacking the support; it was Canadian soccer and local soccer that 

lacked the following it needed to survive in Edmonton. A local professional team with an 

unstable league behind them was part of the perfect formula for failure of soccer at the 

professional level in Edmonton.  

 There have been a lot of budgeting issues and dollar figures tossed around amongst the 

various leagues that have existed and the professional soccer teams in Edmonton. However, 

these budgets coincide with what each team and league wanted to bring to its fans. With the 

Black Gold and the Drillers in their early years – the focus was to bring people into see the game 

and to do that, teams needed world-class players. Pocklington allowed his coach Kraay to go to 

Europe and spend $200,000 on a Dutch player in the 1980s when there are soccer players now in 

Canada that do not make that much. Teams were spending close to $1 million for a team and 

more often than not they spent more. It took money to lure away European players and it took 

even more money to convince has-been European stars to come play again in America. Teams 

and leagues always had unrealistic ideas of the prices to spend to get talent into their games. This 

began to change when leagues began to restrict team’s budgets and put a limit on foreign players, 

like the CSL did in 1986. Canadian and Edmontonian talent was given the chance to grow and 

try to make a living out of their sport. Budgeting issues plagued teams, Edmonton as no 

exception. In fact, the only two Canadian teams in existence are the Vancouver Whitecaps and 

the Montreal Impact and their survival was connected their lower expectations. Keeping modest 
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ticket prices in smaller stadiums (Swansguard Stadium in Burnaby were the Whitecaps play out 

of only holds about 2,000), fostered Canadian talent ahead of purchasing it elsewhere.  

 The high team budgets given to purchase foreign talent for Canadian teams were 

unsuccessful in giving soccer a lifeline in Canada. The two cases of the Whitecaps and the 

Impact prove that with modest spending, local talent and building a perhaps small but regular 

and realistic fan base success is possible for local Canadian soccer teams. This, however, has 

never been the instance in Edmonton as is represented by the failure for the city to hold a regular 

professional soccer franchise.  

 Professional soccer teams in Edmonton historically have been met with no kinder endings 

than failure, but this does not mean there have never been any successful professional soccer 

events in the city. The Black Gold in 1978 could easily be defined more as a soccer event rather 

than a regular team that called Edmonton home. If not their entire ‘season’, certainly a few of 

their games could be labelled as events – those of which involved Benifica and Roma for 

example were more for show, instead of battling for points in a league. For these individual 

games hosted by the Black Gold and for future games in Edmonton, they were representative of 

everything that organizers wanted in such a game – a crowd and a good entertaining game. The 

relative success of professional soccer events in Edmonton contrasts the competitive professional 

regular teams and their games that have played here.  

 For one thing, soccer events do not hold supporters to the same commitment that a 

regular team does – it does not demand a regular fan base and season ticket holders. It is a one-

time deal where spectators can enjoy themselves without so much as worrying about the score 

line or their team’s place in the conference standings. The financial and emotional commitment 

most certainly is not present for most professional soccer events that have come to Edmonton. 

The cases for these professional soccer events are represented through the Los Angeles Galaxy v. 
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Vancouver Whitecaps exhibition game hosted by the city in 2008 and the Everton v. River Plate 

exhibition game played in the city in the summer of 2009.  

 Although both of these games were similar in nature, the two games were unparalleled. 

The LA Galaxy – one of the teams in Major League Soccer (MLS), planned on bringing their full 

squad and their latest $250 million accusation
45

, David Beckham to the exhibition game against 

the Vancouver Whitecaps. Regularly compared with Tiger Woods as one of the greatest and 

most influential athletes of his generation, Beckham playing for the Galaxy was part of a 

campaign to bring the popularity of soccer over to North America. However, the sport, in his 

case, comes second to his personal celebrity and this was never more evident than in his 

scheduled appearance in Edmonton. In the game against the Whitecaps in Edmonton, there was 

no denying what the real reason was behind the ticket sales and promotion efforts. The expected 

result was first seen at a friendly game in Vancouver that saw more than 48,000 spectators – with 

an undoubtedly high percentage being female.
46

 A similar result was expected in Edmonton – a 

general knowledge of the game was not a crucial as knowing who David Beckham was. So much 

so was his name tied to this particular game that coordinators (Whitecaps and the Edmonton 

Eskimos) fully expected to refund tickets and cancel the game all together should Beckham get 

injured and be unable to play his contracted 45 minutes.
47

 

 Thankfully, the game and evidently more importantly David Beckham arrived and was 

played without problems. To a crowd of 37,000 fans, Beckham played 75 minutes in the 
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Galaxy’s 2-1 loss to the Whitecaps.
48

 The dynamics of the crowd were bound to be no different 

than those in Vancouver – made up of a high female majority all making the trip out to 

Commonwealth to see Beckham play. In this case, the sport had nothing to do with the success 

of the event, it this case soccer came second to a personality. This concept, although not 

promoting the sport, is an idea that has been around in the North American soccer communities 

and leagues since the game first came to be played professionally. In Edmonton, specifically, the 

Black Gold team saw the likes of Bobby Moore and Geoff Hurst play, the 1980’s Drillers played 

against George Best, another English soccer legend, on several occasions. Attracting big 

international soccer names to North America has yet to be proven completely disastrous for any 

league and with the addition of David Beckham to the long list of soccer stars to come play away 

from Europe the assumption is that they are essentially helping the game.  

 The David Beckham game shows a few things about Edmonton as a city supporting 

professional soccer. The first is obviously that behind an international star, fans and therefore 

finances become attracted to the game. Regular soccer fans, new soccer fans and sponsors, like 

the Edmonton Eskimos, all contributed to the financial situation of the event and with a strong 

audience and proper coordination with advertising and promotions. The Eskimos offered up 

tickets to their season pass holders, of which they assumed bought around 10,000, or 1/3 of the 

total ticket sales for the event.
49

 However, organizers in Vancouver for the previous exhibition 

game only opened up the lower bowl of B.C Stadium to ensure a full crowd, but they were 

forced to open the upper tier due to ticket sales,
50

 Edmonton and Commonwealth had the entire 

61,000 seat venue available for sale. In which case, having just over the stadium half full 

correlated with the Whitecaps and organizers as just breaking even on the event. But does just 
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breaking event mean a success? Drawing from the competitive professional soccer teams that 

have called Edmonton home in the past, just breaking even does not constitute a success for a 

team that needs financial support on a regular basis. So where as this event may look like a 

success because David Beckham was able to come to Edmonton and play for his contracted 45 

minutes plus some, however filling half the seats when the biggest soccer player in the world 

comes to Edmonton tells a different story.  

 Although using success as a relative term for this event in Edmonton, there were 

undoubtedly some David Beckham fans converted into soccer fans that night. With the female 

populations coming out in droves to see him and the game itself being hailed as a family event, 

not only were new soccer fans created but existing ones were sustained. However, it would be 

unrealistic to assume that the majority were there to see the game more so than the name coming 

with it. There were obviously some ‘true’ soccer fans there – Max Campbell a 14 –year-old life 

long fan flew in from Victoria with his family to see him play and perhaps get an autograph,
51

 

father and sons came out to see their favourite Manchester United legend play in Commonwealth 

like Gary Henderson and his son who, a summer pervious, went on a pilgrimage to Old Trafford, 

Manchester United’s home stadium.
52

 If anything, this particular event proves that there is a 

soccer following in Edmonton, they are, however, not supporting any particular local team but 

yet are willing to show the dedication of spending more money than the cost of a ticket to follow 

soccer. This particular game was able to bring in a sizeable amount of new and old soccer fans, 

which no matter the success level, does go to show that fans of the sport do exist and are willing 

to support soccer events in Edmonton.  
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 The marginal success of the Galaxy v Whitecaps game did open some minds of not only 

soccer fans but soccer enthusiasts and long time soccer supporters as well. A year after the David 

Beckham game, in the early months of 2009 it was announced that another friendly professional 

soccer game would take place in Edmonton. A familiar name to soccer in Edmonton, Mel 

Kowalchuk, (previously connected with the Drillers and Brickmen) was hailed with the lion’s 

share of the work dating back from November 2008 to get a few teams to play in Edmonton, 

Everton from the English Premier League and River Plate from Premira Division in Argentina 

were the two choice teams.
53

 Both teams on their own have fairly impressive statistics, and yet 

there were still no names that would draw the same amount of people to Commonwealth 

Stadium like David Beckham had. True enough, their quality of play should be able to draw a 

certain number of fans, yet evidently from the precious years event, the sport has the potential to 

come second.  

 The night of the game was able to draw half that crowd that Beckham was able to, toping 

out around 15,800 and yet it is easier to say that these spectators were there to see a game and 

not an individual. The 1-0 River Plate win thrilled the sparse, enthusiastic crowd, but the Everton 

coach, David Moyes did not expect much more from the audience.  

"I don't know what they were expecting," said Moyes. "There's lots of pre-season 

games back home where the attendances aren't big. But I thought they saw two 

good teams.”
54

  

True enough, pre-seasons games do not hold the same competitive spirit that a regular season 

game does, yet for nearly five years, the events brought to Edmonton have been the only chances 

that professional soccer had.  
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              The crowd began supporting Everton, says Mel Kowalchuk, engineer behind this event, 

but it “ended up being a River Plate crowd. A mixture of sports fans, soccer fans and people 

wanting to be at an International event”.
55

 It was a night dedicated to the faithful soccer 

community in Edmonton, and with the likes of Louis Saha, Tim Cahill and Tim Howard, all 

Premier League greats by English standards, Edmontonians had a treat of a match between two 

great internationally recognized teams. 

              These three instances of the Black Gold, Galaxy v Whitecaps and Everton v River Plate 

exhibition games in Edmonton were all just that, simply exhibition games. There was never a 

promise nor a commitment needed to perform these games on a regular basis. Is this perhaps 

where success lies for soccer in Edmonton?  

             In all three occasions, with the Black Gold, the Galaxy v Whitecap game and the Everton 

v River Plate game, attendance numbers, a regular team downfall, were never as much as an 

issue. Certainly a certain number of seats needed to be sold to have a financial success, but in the 

larger picture, in all the games, an average of 18,000 fans were exposed to the sport. This created 

a new interest of which contributed to the future soccer community in Edmonton. Interest and the 

new soccer fans created in Edmonton were vital to success. The audience and their impression of 

the sport and game is something that could make it work in the city – these three events showed 

that it is in fact possible to gather crowds for soccer events, there are people willing to spend 

their money and come out to watch a good game.  

             Financially, these games seem to come up a little short. Correlating with their attendance 

numbers, their profit does not correspond. However, in the larger picture, as mentioned before 

with attendance numbers, gathering interest in the sport for an even larger event in the future 

appears to be a worthy investment for bringing international soccer to Edmonton. The potential 
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and possibility of success is enough to keep the idea around that such a sport has a future in the 

city. These promises, however futuristic they might turn out to be, find some ground amongst 

those who are able to financially back teams to come play in Edmonton. Exposure of a new sport 

to a willing crowd has the potential to start a new trend in the city, and the financial risks that 

come along with that are willing to be taken.  

           One of the larger issues within soccer not only existing in Edmonton, but nationally and 

internationally, is the topic of ethnicity. People are tied to specific teams based off of historical 

roots and their own ties to the community. The Black Gold organizers, Patrone, Brown and Rice, 

were capitalizing off of those who followed the England National Team and their World Cup 

success in 1966, when they brought in Bobby Moore and Geoff Hurst to the team. The two 

games in particular against Roma and Benifica both saw the largest crowds, and in these two it 

was not to see Moore and Hurst, but to see the opposition from Italy and Portugal – both 

Edmonton communities came out to support their team, and that team was not from Edmonton.  

The ethnic boundaries in the city determined the mediocre success of the Black Gold team in 

1978 in Edmonton; it is however, less likely that ethnicity played directly as large of a role in the 

Galaxy v Whitecap and Everton v River Plate games. There are still ethnic communities, such as 

the Portuguese and Italian communities, that have a long tradition of supporting and following 

soccer. This is simply not part of the Canadian make up. As a county that does not have it’s 

sporting history founded in soccer, it is easy to understand why Canadian’s do not support the 

sport as much as European’s do.  None other than David Beckham himself says: 
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“I’m sure it’s never, ever going to be the No.1 sport in America because, 

traditionally, there’s so many other great sports, but the interest can be up 

there.
56

”  

His reference to the American market, it could easily be extended north to Canada. Traditionally, 

there are a lot of sports played in Canada that have a strong following of their professional teams 

– hockey being the most obvious. But if David Beckham has faith in the sport in North America, 

then it certainly does have a chance.  

            Professional soccer events in Edmonton have witnessed some relative success in the city, 

although this can hardly be an accurate reflection of how a regular competitive professional team 

have or will fair. There are many more factors contributing to a success of a regular team versus 

a one-time event. Although professional soccer events do gather support for the sport in the 

community, they also contribute financially to the city as well to an extent; it is simply not an 

accurate representation of the future of the sport in Edmonton. A professional team needs a more 

regular support base in a fan base and in a financial base – both of which may come with events 

on a temporary basis.  

            There have been, however, national professional soccer events that have come to 

Edmonton that are considered and out and out success in many terms. On 8 July 2007, CBC 

broadcasted their first ever Soccer Day in Canada while the country hosting the FIFA U-20 

World Cup, Edmonton’s Commonwealth Stadium was a featured event location. They 

broadcasted various soccer events from around the country and out of Edmonton they showed 

the FIFA U-20 World Cup matches between New Zealand v Mexico and Canada v Congo games 

at Commonwealth Stadium.
57

 One of the huge assets to the event and the FIFA U-20 competition 
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was the size of Commonwealth Stadium – it, in fact impressed the representatives when they 

came to Edmonton to scout out locations.
58

 Previous the tournament, Edmonton was seeing an 

average of 20,000 – 25,000 pre-game ticket sales depending on what teams were playing, and 

organizers hoped to reach 30,000 – 35,000 with walk in sales.
59

 Their numbers were just about 

right when in Edmonton, Canada played a losing game to Austria in front of 31, 579 fans – with 

more angrily waiting outside unable to get in.
60

  

              Outside of the apparent mismanagement on the part of Edmonton organizers, the FIFA 

U-20 World Cup in Canada was an unprecedented success. With record attendance in all six host 

cities and an estimated economic impact of $166 million, the organizers were blown away by the 

success.
61

 Edmonton was able to reach an attendance mark of 243,517 for all nine games
62

 – just 

over an average of 27,000 a game. Not quite as record breaking by the other cities successes, but 

the number was certainly higher then their conservative estimated numbers.  

               However, even larger numbers came out for the Canada v United States Women’s U-19 

match when Commonwealth was filled to near capacity with 60,000 fans.
63

 These numbers and 

Canada’s 1-0 win do give the professional soccer team hope for the city. There is the ability to 

fill up Commonwealth without playing a multi millions dollar name or competing against a club 

from Europe. The teams were made up of North Americans, and the home crowd was cheering 

for the home team. The only difference and deviance from the ideas that organizers have had for 
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the future of professional soccer in Edmonton is that, it’s a women’s team – outside of the 

Aviator’s in 2004, no other professional club in the city has seen the future of women’s 

professional soccer in Edmonton. However, the women’s Aviator’s team did not draw nearly the 

same amount attention that the National team was able to produce. This once again shows that on 

an event basis, Edmonton is able to a wide range of successful results, but as soon as a team 

becomes regular and needs a foundation in the city, things to do not turn out as well.  

             In previous professional Edmonton teams, their roister has been made up of everything 

from English superstars, Dutch international and everything in between. In a few cases, like the 

Edmonton Aviators, and Brickmen the organization has looked inside the city limits for their 

team’s talent. This, in the years of the CSL, was supposed to be mandatory practice to increase 

the Canadian content in Canadian teams. Although the CSL met its failure, the idea of Canadian 

players on local team was certainly an idea to catch on. For this to be the future of Canadian 

professional soccer, there needs to be some youth system in place for the development of young 

talent.  

             Youth teams in Edmonton have always had a strong history. Minor soccer teams in the 

Edmonton Minor Soccer Association experienced growth in the mid-1970s from 419 teams and 

some 6,000 players in 1975 to 449 teams in 1976 and then in 1978 numbers once again grew to 

556 teams with slightly more than 8,000 players - with hockey being the only sport with higher 

registration numbers in the city.
64

 Soccer, as a youth sport is considerably cheaper to support, 

due to the minimal amount of personal equipment needed to play and it is also relatively simple 

for all age ground to understand and play not to mention it is a physically demanding sport for 
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children to keep active. With these aspects taken into account, it is easy to understand why youth 

soccer grew in popularity and numbers. 

              The point of no return, however, seems to be when children reach an age where their 

future starts to be of a concern. Being a professional soccer player is never in their minds. There 

is certainly a lack of Canadian soccer role models and for the few teams that there are in Canada 

they are extremely localized and inaccessible to the majority of the country. For example, 

Toronto FC games (chosen for the purpose because one of their star players, and captain of the 

team Dwaye De Rosario, is a Canadian National player) are only broadcast for Canadian viewers 

on GOLTV Canada, which has to be purchased. For a child who may have grown up playing 

soccer, but never watching it played on a professional basis, the option for a future career in the 

sport may never exist. Thus the importance of soccer youth academies. Most professional teams 

in Europe have a youth academy for developing the area’s growing talent (Manchester United’s 

current captain, Gary Neville came up through the United youth system) and it would therefore 

make sense that for any location that is serious about taking on a sport like soccer that a fully 

supportive youth system need to be in place.  

                The latest professional soccer team for Edmonton plans on having youth academy and 

system in place for their latest venture to take on the city with the sport. Mel Kowalchuk, 

General Manager of the FC Edmonton team does believe that there are talented youth in the city 

that are able to be a part of the latest Edmonton team.
65

 To make sure this is a possibility, FC 

Edmonton will be developing an academy according to their General Manager that will foster the 

youth in the city and develop a movement of players through the system, both for males and 
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females.
66

 With the promise of this youth academy connected with FC Edmonton, there is 

certainly a possibility that Edmonton soccer youth can see a career and future with the sport.  

                There have been soccer academies in Edmonton long before the proposed introduction 

of the latest professional soccer team. For a primary example, the Elementary and Junior High 

School of Our Lady of Mount Carmel became a soccer and hockey academy in 2008. The 

schools two coaches Jason Miniaci, the Program director for the soccer academy and Dean 

Cordeiro have been with the academy since it opened. Coming from both Portuguese and Italian 

backgrounds respectively, they grew up with soccer and have had an active participation with 

previous professional and local soccer teams in the city. Miniaci describes the sport in fairly 

simple terms with only needing shoes and shin pads to play – which he thinks contributes to the 

amount of youth playing the sport currently.
67

 The familial financial commitment is not the same 

for a child who wants to play hockey. One this is fairly evident with the academy that outside of 

encouraging the dedication of practice, concentration involved in skills and the participation in a 

team, they are both encouraging their students to actively watch the sport. Boys watch more, 

Dean Cordeiro says, but both girls and boys have found role models in soccer. He says that fairly 

often kids will come into practice testing out the skills that they have seen soccer superstars like 

Cristiano Ronaldo do after watching them on YouTube.
68

 

              Most of the kids coming into the program are just entering into the world of soccer. 

Jesse Coulson in Grade Four and Ayo Korodele in Grade Five are first generation fans and have 

started in academy just for fun. Without following any professional soccer leagues, they 

immediately pegged David Beckham as their role model because, as Ayo says, he began playing 
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soccer for Manchester United when he was fourteen, not much older than he is.
69

 If a boy from 

London at the age of fourteen was good enough to catch the eye of Manchester United, it 

certainly gives hope and an inspirational story to the youth of Edmonton.  

               Girls are also a large part of the academy and as Jason Miniaci claims they have big 

opportunities when they begin to think about the sport as a career. Universities across the country 

and colleges down in the United States always need players and are willing to give female soccer 

players a substantial amount of scholarships to attract them to their desired school.
70

 They may 

not be professional teams, but girls have the potential to have their schooling paid for through the 

sport.  

               Youth soccer in Edmonton has always had a strong centre of support in the city and is 

in fact an excellent place to find support for future professional soccer ventures in the city. It 

began with the Edmonton Eagles, finding local talent like Mario Sicolo and Andy Takats to help 

them onto their championship season that was initially commissioned by the NASL for the 

reason to foster Canadian talent. Although it did not lead to the success of the team, it helped 

lead to a successful winning season. The next team to use Edmonton youth as a key part of their 

squad were the Edmonton Brickmen, still following the Canadian content rules as set forth by the 

CSL. But perhaps the most involved in youth soccer programs in Edmonton were the Aviators. 

They were not only primarily made up of both local male and female talent, but they had a 

targeted audience of the Edmonton Minor Soccer Association for ticket sales. Now currently 

with FC Edmonton, local youth will hopefully have a large contribution to the make up and 

future of the team.  
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             One thing, however is that it is impossible to show the success of a professional team off 

of the soccer youth. The Eagles were skilled and talented enough to have success on the field 

with their local talents, but it did not coordinate to the overall success of the team as a franchise – 

it is the same trend with the other professional teams in Edmonton. Overall, the addition or lack 

of a youth support system does not contribute to the success or failure of a professional soccer 

franchise in the city, but it does give Edmonton youth the chance to see soccer as a career, maybe 

not in Edmonton, though as an ultimate goal – one of the main purposes of the NASL was to 

foster and develop Canadian talent through their franchised teams.  

               Edmonton has had a vast history in the realms of professional soccer and the success of 

these various teams have come with debatable success. There are various factors that have 

contributed to the overall failure of teams to regularly stay in the city. A constant and supportive 

fan base as represented by attendance at home games for the Edmonton clubs. The Edmonton 

Black Gold, Drillers and Brickmen had on average fairly high attendance records, well into the 

thousands for the majority of their games although incomparable to NASL counterparts and 

league competitors, for example the New York Cosmos who could pull in close to 30,000 a 

game.
71

  The Eagles, and Aviators suffered from a severe lack of attendance, unable to record 

any impressive numbers not matter how well the team was able to play. As a professional soccer 

franchise, the notion of attendance does factor into the failure of professional soccer in 

Edmonton. With this idea of attendance numbers, there is the financial aspect. Being unable to 

keep ticket sales up to pay off the rental of Commonwealth Stadium or cover any other fees also 

plays a role in the failure of professional soccer in Edmonton. However, it is not all linked with 

attendance rates. The amount of team funds spent on foreign talent that was unable bring any 
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significant results to the team is a huge part of the financial burdens that have weighed down 

Edmonton professional soccer teams in the past. Although, both of these two factors can be 

negated by the relative success that the city has had hosting professional soccer events in 

Edmonton, there is little escape from the influence of ethnic communities and individual 

spectator backgrounds. Traditional soccer teams and their fans carry so much baggage over years 

and generations of support that asking the multi-cultural Edmonton to support an Edmonton 

soccer team ahead, perhaps, of their own is another downfall of the sport in Edmonton. There 

have been several successful events that go against these factors, and the fact that youth soccer 

has always and continues to have a strong part in the city, also proves otherwise. It is this 

contradiction that makes it difficult to label one specific factor or even a group of factors as the 

reason for the failure of professional soccer in Edmonton. The only solution to the matter, for 

soccer fans, is to see new interest in an old sport and hope that maybe; just maybe it will catch on 

the next time. The announcement of FC Edmonton, the latest attempt at a professional soccer 

team in February of 2010 is exactly that. A new interest that rests on decades of professional 

soccer history in the city and in the spirit of learning from their previous downfalls, maybe, just 

maybe it will catch on.  
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